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Experimental investigations of physio o-mechanloal properties 
°i minoed meat and its flow in pipelines are of great importance
for scientifically based calculations for development of new 
teohnologioal lines and installations and improvement of old ones 
în view of automation and mechanization of processes of productJor„

Physioo-meohanical properties of minoed meat "

We investigated the following properties; modulus of elasti
city for shear, ultimate shearing stressT plastic visoo^ity and 
changes of effective viscosity for a tfide variety of stresses and 
speed gradients and depending on the degree of the deatruotion of
structure,

A rotary visoosimeter of Prof, Volarovioh system (1,2) was 
the main instrument fox these investigationa0 The visoosimeter 
g/as tested for different systems including minoed meat and ourda 
(5, 6). We determined the ultimate shearing stress by a oonioal 
plastometer (7) and by a shearmeter of Simonyan (8), The aforesaid 
instruments are based on stationary methods cf measurement.

We Used the rotary viscosimeter as tho main instrument 
because of the following reasons; this instrument can be used for

* v
determining the majority of physioo-chemical properties without 
changing its design} its construction is simplej its readings arc 
Primary and do not require taringj the instrument is transportable 
and can be used not only in scientific laboratories but also in
Plants,



Analysing- the work of the three instruments note should he 
■taken that the rotary viscosimeter gives higher readings of ulti
mate shearing stress than the shearmeter of Simonyan and the oonio 
Plastometer, which give approximately equal readings. V/e believe 
that this phenomenon is duo to the fact that the last two instru
ments make measurements at low speed gradients, giving this the 
possibility of measuring Bstation ultimate shearing stress at the 
first moment of destruction of the struoture. At the same time 
the speed gradient of the first instrument may be relatively high

I'#* and permits the measurement of "dynaraio" ultimate shearing stress, 
that oorresponds to the destroyed struoture, - the situation 
that ooours in faot in working parts of machines. However, the 
shearmeter of Simonyan and, especially, the oonio plastometer 
as a result of their simplloity oan be used for an objective 
assessment of the quality of minoed moat.

The experiments were oarried out along throe directions in 
order to determineî a) oomplete rheologloal diagram for computing 
modulus of elastioity for shear, effective vlsoosity for almost 

^undestroyed struotures oto. Experiments began after the tixotropio 
restoration of the struoture. For this purpose minoed meat was 
Btored in the instrument for several hours at a fixed temperature, 
the enlargement of the load was oarried out gradually, beginning 
with small yalues; deformations were measured by moans of a bino
cular magnifying glass with a 119 magnification and a dial with 
10 mioron points} b) effective Ylsoooity at different degrees of 
destruction of the struoture and ultimate shearing stress.
Methods of the experiment are the same; o) ultimate shearing 
stress of plastlo and effective viscosity for considerably 
destroyed struotures. The structure was destroyed primarily



either by rotating the rotor by hand, or by placing sufficient 
loads. Hysteresis was eliminated by double or triple change of the 
load from minimum to maximum.

It should be mentioned, that the stress emerging in minoed 
ner>t is proportional to the loads oauslng the rotor to rotate, 
"here is the following relation between stress and weight of

f o b

\

6 = K1 . P dynes/#nr
where - the constant of the instrument for this experiment}

P - the weight of the loads (grams).

However it is more convenient to oonsider all the experi
mental data as relations to the weights of the loads rather than 
to the stress?

The measurement of the angle of turn of the rotor of the 
viscosimeter for a fixed time as relation to the weights of the 
loads, revolving the rotor, made it possible to oaloulate all the 
values and to plot for them speoifio graphioal relations.

Fig,1 shows a oomplete rheologloal diagram of minoed meat 
l^or frankfurters, For an easier handling of the experimental data, 
reduction of tho number of ourves and greater community on the 

; t-cris are put the values of volumetrio strain divided by shearing 
stress, 1 ,0, values of volumetrio strain reduoed to tho unit of 
»tress, and net the values of volumetric strain.

The curve 1 shows mitaun that at low stresses (1025 dynes/em^) 
minced meat behaves as an elasiio body, beoause the strain does 
hot change depending on the time and is completely and instantly 

■ eliminated after tho removal of the stress. The plotting of the 
delation ’’stress-volumetric strain” on the axes of coordinates 
Eives a straight line..
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Using the curve 1, we can calculate the modulus of instant
elasticity for. shear according to the Guok’s law:

Gmc ° ---1----- BTl5n5=e * 1>23 • 105äynes/«"‘20 ■£
where Eq — the primary value of volumetrio strain ,

The ourvo 2 shows that at increasing the stress* till 
1540 dynes/om2 a process of elastio aftereffect takes plasc, 
Which,after the removing of the stress, is characterized by an 
instant decrease of the strain at the value of the primary (n0) 
Änd by a subsequent fall of the strain till aero. The transition 
from elastio strains to elastio aftereffect occurs at stresses 
greater than the elastio limit, which is between 1000 and 
1500 dynes/,om2. Using the ourve 2 we can calculate the modulus of 
shear of elastio aftereffect*

e.

E7a
Ge a ___ — r * 1,03 . 105 dynes/ora2

9,7 . 10“b

where E__ = E - E ea m o
Em

- strain of elastio aftereffect$ 

- maximum of volumetrio strain.

* Creep appears at a subsequent Inorcase of the stress 
(curve 3)« After eliminating the stress, strains decrease instantly 
by the value of the primary strain (Eq), and after that gradually 
diminish until a oertain volumetrio strain, which is constant 
for three stresses 3a-2250,3b-2665 and 3c-3065 dynes/om at t. c 
same time after unloading. At the last stress, whioh is near t 
the ultimate strength, a partial destruction of the structure

Primary strain is always denoted by E^, but. its value- is
different for every curve.
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happens and a vlsoous - plastic flow with an extremely little
gradient of speed begins. This viscous-plastio flow is oharaoter- 
iaed by effective viscosity in aocordanoe with the Newton’s law:

p  ____0_

( f A J
. A t 26

5,2 . 10 *= 5 . 10 poise

Viscosity, corresponding to the creep, will bo of a greater 
value, since the movement oocurs without destruction of the 
structure. It is possible after all, using these curves, to 
»calculate indireotly the period of relaxation, whioh ranges from 
1300 to 4-00 seoonds and depends on the value and duration of stresses, 
^his instrument oannot be used for a direot calculation of the 
Period of relaxation,

A characteristic feature of the ourvos shown on fig.1 ±c 
that all of them begin at the same point = 8,15 • 10^ on? /  fyr : o g . 

^hus, we may suppose, that at any instantly applied stresses 
(up to 3000 dynes/om2) minoed meat will obey the Guok*s law, and 
Volumetric strains will come to nought.

The analysis of the ourves (fig.l) shows that: 1* Minced 
<^at can bo regarded as a rheologioal viscous - plastic body of 
^hvedov-Bingham (9, 10), whioh is characterized by the above- 
mentioned propertiesj 2. Minoed meat, as well as curds, has a 
-̂ ixed spatial structure (6); 3. The main equation of the visoouc- 
^laotic flow of minoed meat is the Shvedov—Bingham’s equation 
^,3,5,6,9,10,11). Also it should be noted that: 1. All the ourves 

fig.l«are plotted for value of absolute strains up to 170 microns 
Wlth almost undestroyed structures,* 2. We used method of plotting 
Rheologioal diagram as the relation— = f ( r  ) for the first



tiïïle* The working of experimental data of other investigators (12) 
ip.ee or ding to this method gives analogous relations,

1'ig.2 shows the curves for the change of viscosity according 
to the degree of destruction of the structure and integral rheolo
gical relations of the flow of minood neat for frankfurters. The 
upper, horizontal section of the curve 4 shows effective viscosity 
for insignifioantly destroyed structures, whioh coincides with 
tho viscosity calculated according to Flg,l, An avalanche destruc
tion of struature begins at a subsequent Inorcaso of the stress 
(load), which is shown by the straight - line seotion of the 
curve 4 for loads ranging from 250 to .300 grams, At similar If >  
the curve 3, characterizing the degree of destruction of the 
structure, also represent? a straight line, -Thereupon the offootivc 
viscosity decreases slowly and the degree of destruction of the 
structure aims at 100%, The curve of the degree of destruction of 
the struoturo does not reach 100# because the effeotive viscosity 
r'-t different gradients of speed and oompletejjr tmdcofcroyed struo- 
turc cannot be determined by this instrument.

Tic curves of the relation between the number of revolutions
fer second of the rotor of viscosimeter and shearing load (shearing 
stress) for undostroyed (l) and destroyed (2 )  s t ru c tu re s  present 
special interest. These curves oonfirm the foot that the Bingham- 
Shvedov's equation can be applied to minoed meat. They are pro- 
longation of the curve 4 on Fig.l for greater strains.

The plastic viscosity is calculated by the ourvos 1 and 2,
^ e  ultimate shearing stress which is, as it is seen on the 
diagram, greater for undestroyed struoturo, than for destroyed 
°ae, iE calculated by the point of intersection ojg the curves 

the X-axid.



The calculation of tho ultimata shearing stress, plastic 
and effective visoosity v;as mado by the formulas mentioned in 
literature (1,2,7,8), The calculation of the degree of destruction. 
°f the structure was made by the relation

calculated by the ourves 1 and 2 respectively, as the values 
^nvorsly proportional to the tangent of the angle of elope of 
the section linking the origin of coordinates and the point 
selected.

Experiments and the relations plotted oonfirm the conclusions 
made by Fig.l and correspond tp modern ideas about rheological 
bodies (2,3,6,10,11,12),

Fig.3 shows in logarithmic coalcs mmmiiimm relations between 
effective viscosity of minced meat for frankfurters for rotors of 
two diameters (32 and 13 mm) with a oup of 38 mm diameter and 
circumferential velocity of rotation of the rotor. The diagram 
^howc that effective viscosity (instrument readings) depends cn 
the diameter of the rotor as a result of tho fact that rprnc ".i.n r 
of jtfiear in the thickness of the minced meat ring are differ'..-« t 
for these two diameters, but the angles of slope (exponents) ; n  
eq.ual. We used the functional dependence of the ohange of effec
tive viscosity upon the speed for the rotor of greater diameter 
for summarizing experimental investigations of the flow of minced 
ftoat in pipes by means of criterion equations and the Buckingham's 
Equation for higher speeds.

Where the values of effcotlvo viscosity i;Q  ̂  arc



Experiments show that effective viscosity oan be lower than 
Plastic viscosity but in that case this term means effective 
ViwcOoity With regard for the slide of minoed meat on the surface 
oi the rotor or the pipe. This assumption does not oontradict to 
he settled opinion that effective viscosity in limit aims at a 

value of plastic viaoosity (10,11,12,13),
Wc have considered the principal properties of minoed meat 

f0r frankfurters. Experimental and theoretical investigations 
^ d  relations plotted by them show that other types of minoed 

^>eat have similar properties and that the above made oonoluslonc 

°an be spredd to all types of minced meat.
Table 1 presents the values of the principal physico- 

*Qchanioal properties in the technical system of units in 
accordance with the Shvodov-Bingham’s and Newton»0 equations.

%
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Ultl!!t!! shearlJ^vlsC03lty seo/m2)

J

^stress______“
;For”destro^ Mean t<yecl struc-

t.iiyp___
Plastio : Effeotive

Pork frankfurters 45 29-46 0,96-1,04
l

0,296 . w-0,765

Sausage lyubitelokaya 70 50-84 1,80-2,80 0,5 . W-0,79

h dootorskoya 52 36-52 1,60-1,90 0,42 . y/-0»74

n zakusoohnaya 70 42-55 0,74-1,10 0,51 . vr°»67
Pork sausage, II grade 48 39-48 1,90-2,10 0,41 . ;-j,72

®  Small sausages mm 34-40 0,76-0,86 mm

Pork sausages - 40-51 0,92-0,98 -

Half-fat outtered pork 65 63-80 1,90-2,20 0,60 . W~0,72

Cuttered beef - 63-74 1,80-1,90 -
Rissoles domashniye - 35-49 0,80-2,0

" kiyevskiye - 35-56 0,96-1,0 mm

n mosc ovokiye 42 33-47 0,8-1,1 0,38 , r 0*?*

Koto: Average speed of the movement of mlnoed meat (W) Is
measured In m/aco,

Floy; of mlnoed meat In pjpelinop

We investigated the flow of minced meat on spooial labora
tory stands and industrial Installations (3, 6), fhe prinoipal aim 
of investigations was to find the simplest and, at the came t' 
sufficiently preoise equations for oaloulating losses of pr .r.r 
But it is neoessary to know conditions of movement of mine d t 
in pipes before the solution of this problem. We proved solo]■
fically and confirmed experimentally that a oertaln oreep of

*

Winced meat on pipe walls begins v/ith an inoreace of speed.
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Therefore we used for calculations the Buckingham's equation 
(3,4,5,6,9,11), in «hich plastic visoosity is used at low speeds 
of movement end effective viscosity - at higher speeds* F i g » 4  

presents the dependence of the coefficient of hy&ulic resist ce 
upon the generalized criterion of Reynolds for 400 experiments
approximately. As it can be seen on Fig.4 the experimental 
dependence is the same as the theoretical ones

/ V Rc
64 
' '̂  0

- .
However, Buckingham's equation is oorreot for a structural 

movement, i.e. for low speeds. At a higher speed oreep of minoed 
meat along the walls begins. The formation of a fatty layer on 
the walls will contribute to a further increase of oreep at the 
same speed. It was found as a result of experiments and calcula
tions that this equation is oorrect for high speeds with the use 
of effective viscosity only. In view of this faot the methods of 
calculation bcoomo much more complicated, since it is difficult 
to define the limits for the use of plaetio and effective viro osit,o •

Taking into aocount the aforesaid, we carried out tie elrdo
nation of the experimental data, as relations (14) between reduced 
pressure (stress along the wall of the pipe) and the average s._>;cd 
of the flow. Fig. 5 presents these relations for some types of min
ced meat. But these relations oro oorreot in the first approxima
tion because in fact losses of pressure are proportional to the 
diameter not in the first power. We rocommended them for the diane
tors ranging from 30 to 70 mm because the calculation error in this 
range of diameters lies in the limits of experimental error.

The received values of effective viscosity in the practically 
aPPlicable range of spoeds permit generalize theoretically expo—
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rimental data as a result of modification of the gen<.rrl fu: na
dependence p e f (l,d,0Q, , W) with the use of the dir en: ; :r,

theory. They also permit to find a criterion equation of the 
general charaoter both of theoretioal and praotioal interest. In 
this relation we took aooount for: length and diameter of the 
pipe; ultimate shearing stress; visoosity and oreep, joined by 
the notion »effective viscosity”; average speed of the movement 
of minced meat in the pipe* Density is not considered as a defin
ing factor because its values for different minced meats do not 
differ from the mean value more than + 5%. The principal units 
for transformations Y/ere: d - m, 0Q - kg/m an'd W - m/aeo*
Using the fj -theorem we obtained a criterion equation of visoous- 
plastio masses in general aspects

Solution of the general equation along experimental data of 
minced meat in tho range of speeds from 0,01 to 1,6 iVsoo. givos 
h criterion equation v/hioh is true for any minoed moats

after transformations - design equation for defining losses
°f proscure in pipelines:

Eu
Euler's criterion

, •-g— , Eu Re ) ® 0

Eu = G modified Euler's criterion,

Re Reynolds» oritorion

Eu = 2000 Id0»1 (Eu'Re)~°'882
Eu

p = 2000 Id- 0,782 q0,118
o f

ij



This equation shows that an enlargement of the diameter of 
tllG Pipe* the rest of the values being constant, leads to a

;use of losses of pressure. The values of physioo—nechanloal 
Pi-op ;rties of minced moat for this equation are shown in Table 1, 

SIj.oc the oriterlon equation is true for any minced meat, 
tne Problem of calculation for any pipeline consists in evaluating 
the ultimate shearing stress and effective viscosity of minced., 
moat by means of a rotary viscosimeter of dimensions mentioned.

Mathematical investigations showed that the three equations! 
^Buckingham’s one, a system of empirio equations obtained by us 
and the general criterion equation give almost equal results, 
which are near to the results of the experiments.

Conclusions

1. It was found experimentally that minced meat is a viccouc- 
Plastic body. At low stresses it obeys the laws of olaatio bodies,
|at high stress it flows like a viscous liquid.

By means of experiments we defined the most important 
Iphysico-inoohanioal properties of minced mcatf ultimate shearing
ijjltr3nB and visoosity, and at low stresses - modulus of elasticity
l  0i r; .oar,

2, it was proved that the Buckingham’s equation is true 
f°r th°.calculation of pipelines with structural movement.

O, Dynamics of the movement of viscous—plastic bodies in
.

Pipelines is presented in the form of a criterion equation. As a 
Gsult of the experiments conducted we obtained the criterion 

equation true for all types of minced moat and proposed a desi :: 
Equation for losses of pressure in pipelines during the movement 

different typos of ninced moat.
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F I G U R E S

1. Complete rheologioal diagram of minoed meat for 
frankfurters.

2. Dependence of the speed of relative shearing (number of 
revolutions per second of the rotor of the Yiooosimeter) 
of partly (1) and.completely (&) destroyed struoture, the 
degree of destruction of the structure (3) and effective 
visoosity (4) upon the shearing load fox minoed meat for 
frankfurters.

\ —

3. Dependenoe of the effeotive visoosity of minoed meat for 
frankfurters u£on the oiroumferential speed of the rotor 
(average speed of the movement of minoed meat in pipes).

4. Diagram of dependenoe of hydraulio ro&istanoe coefficient 
upon the generalized Roynolds» oriterion for different 
minoed meat.

5. Dependenoe of the pressure (stress along the pipe wall) 
upon the average speed of the movement of minoed meat:

i
1 - minoed beef; Z - half-fat outtered pork; 3 — pork
frankfurters.
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SUMMY_OT^HB_PAPE^
AHD_ITS_FLOW__ IN PIPELINES*

V,M*Gorbatov, N.E.Pyodorov, A.V.Gorbatov, S.P.Jfazakov,
I. A.Rogov.

The knowledge of the principal physico-meohsnioal properties 
of minoed meat and ohanges of pressure, developing during its 
movement in pipes, is necessary for scientifically based calcula
tions for development and improvement of installations and 
technological lines of sausage production.

Experimental investigations showed that minoed meat can bo 
Regarded as a viscous-plastic body. At low stresses (strains) 
it is characterized by modules of instant elasticity and elastic 
aftereffect. At high stresses creep ocours and strain is not 
eliminated completely after removing the stress. At stresses 
higher than ultimate shearing stress minced moat flows like 
viscous liquids. The Shvedov-Bingham*' equation v/as selected as the 
Principal equation for characterizing viscous-plastic flow.

It was proved, that the Buckingham^ equation is true for 
calculating pipelines with structural movement, i,c,movement at 

^ o w  speeds.

An analytic investigation of the flow of viscous-plastic 
bodies in pipelines was carried out on the basis of the dimension 
theory. A general criterion equation with regard for physioo~ 
mechanical properties vof viscous-plastic bodies was obtained. 
Solving this equation and using the data of our investigations
°f tho movement of different typos of minced meat in pipelines and 
effective viscosity values for difforent speeds,wc obtained a par
lai relation - the criterion equation of minoed meat dynamics,upon
■/hi0h wo bacod th0 equation for calculating losses of pressure in 
Pipelines during tho movement of any minced meat.

\



1
SOMMAIRE-DE Ly/JIT IC LE "L'ÉTUDE DES PROPRIÉTÉS PHYSICO
MECANIQUES DE LA PftTE DE VIANDE ET DE SON ÉCOULEMENT

DANS LES CONDUITES

ïïcM0ï?orbatov, N.EjFjedorov, A.W.Gorbatov, S,P.Kasakov,
I,A,Rogov.

Pour les calculs scientifiques, relatifs à la construction 
des nouveaux appareils et à, 1'amélioration des vieux, ainsi que 
des lignes technologiques de la charcuterie, il est ndoesGaire 
de bien connaître les propriétés physico-raéoaniques de la pâte,

mouvement dans les conduites«
Les études expérimentales ont montré, que les pâtes de 

viande appartiennent aux matières visco-plastiquosj d«i3 le orc 
des tensions taibles (déformations) elles se oaraotérioent par 
des modules d'élaoticité instantanée et de l»aotion postérieure 
élastique.

Dans le cas dos tensions élevées on observe "le oreep"} 
cependant, quand on enlevé la tension, la déformation ne disparaît 
^pas complètement avec le temps. Enfin dans le oas des tensions 
e::codmt la tension limite de déplacement, los pfttoo ooulcnt 
comme des liquides visqueux. Pour la caraotoristiquo d'éooulomont 
viscoplastique on a ohoisi l'équation de Chwodov-Binghara, oomme 
base.

Pour les oalouls des conduites dans le domaine du régime 
structural du mouvement, c'est h dire à petites vitesses, 
l'applicabilité de l'équation de Bukingham 'a été prouvée.

Se basant sur. la théorie de dimension on a effeotué 
l'investigation de la dynamique de l'écoulement des matières

%et le caractère des changements, qu'elle subit pendant son



visco-plastiques dans les conduites et on a obtenu, une ¿quation 
critère do forme générale, prenant en considération les propriétés 
physico-mécaniques dos matières viseo-plastiques. Au oours de la 
résolution de cctto équation, on utilisant les résultats, : -•.¿■s 
investigations du mouvement de la pâte de différentes espèces 
dans les conduites, ainsi que tenant oompo du rôle irnport; ;<t <"o 
la viscosité effective pour l ’ample diapason dos vitesses, on r 
obtenu un rapport de genre particulier - une équation critère 
do la dynamique dos pâtes, pouvant servir, à notre avis, de base 
iour l ’équation de calcul dos portes do pression donc Ion oonduites 
pendant le mouvement des pâtes de différentes cspcche#



M?.gRSUCHUNG TON PHYSIGO-MECHANI3CHEN EIORNSGBATmiW trag
STRÖMUNG DURCH DIS ROHRT.y.XTütyQBy

( 2 ix 3 ammonfas e ung )
vV«Mr Gorbatow, N.E.Fjodorow, A,W.Gorbatow, S.P.Kaoakow,

I. A.ROgOWe
#

Für die wissenschaftlich-begründeten Berechnungen beim 
Sohaffen neuer und Modernisieren alter Apparate und teohnologisoher 
Wurstherstellungslinien sind die Kenntnisse sowohl der physiko- 
meohanisohen Eigenschaften dos Bräts, als auoh der Art der Druck- 

Änderung währond dessen Bewegung duroh die Röhren erforderlich.
Die experimentellen Untersuchungen haben gezeigt, dass 

Fleisohbrät zu viskos-plactisoben Körpern gehört. Boi niedrigon 
Beanspruchungen (Deformationen) werden sie duroh die Augonblioks- 
elastizitöts- sowie die elastischen Naohwirkungeraodul» charak
terisiert. Bei hohen Beanspruchungen wird Krieohen (Creep) boo- 
haohtot, wobei naoh der Bcancpruohungelosmachung Tersohwlndot
die Deformation nicht vollkommen. Bei den Beanspruchungen! die

*
die Grenzbeanspruohunsen der Verschiebung übersteigen, strömt 
das Brät wie viskose Flüssigkeiten. Als Grundgleichung für die 

Charakteristik der viskos-plastisohen Strömung wurde die Sohwedow-
Bingham-Gleiohung gewühlt»

Für die Berechnung von Rohrleitungen auf dom Gebiet des 
strukturellen Bewegungsreqimeo, dah. bei geringen Geschwindigkeiten, 
ist die Eignung der Buokinghan-ELeiohüng bewiesen.

Auf Grund der Dimensionathoorio wurdo eine analytische 
Untersuchung von 3trömwngstiynomdk der viskos-plastischen Körper 
in den Rohrleitungen vorgenomraen und eine kriterlellQ Gloiohu? 
allgemeiner Ar t mi t Berücksichtigung dor physioo-meohanischen
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Eigenschaften der viskos-plastischen Körper erhalten«
Auflösen dieser Gleichung und AusnÜfczon unserer Untorsuchungs- 

ez’&obnlsse betreffs der Bewegung des Flcischbr&tc in Rohrleitungen 
der Bedeutung der effektiven Viskosität bei unterschiedlichen 

Geschwindigkeiten ergab einen Zusammenhang spezieller Art - die
fcriterielle Gleichung der ipleicchbrätdynamik, auf deren Grund*
Wir eine Rechnungsgioichung für Druokverlüste ln den Rohrleitungen 
Während der Strömung verschiedener Fleisclibrätarton Vorschlägen.


